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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Philip J.W. Lee, M.D. - License No. 53-04935-01
A. Y. Wong Building.

.

Suite 101
1507 South King Street -

Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

As a result of the inspection conducted June 28, 1982, and in accordance
with the NRC Enforcement Policy, (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C), 47 FR 9987
.(March 9,1982), the following violations were identified:

A. 10 CFR 20.207(a) states that licensed materials stored in an unrestricted
area shall be secured from unauthorized removal from the place of
storage.

Contrary to the above requirement, at the time of the inspection,
a sealed source containing 50 millicuries of strontium-90 was stored
in a utility room inside the Suite 101 Nuclear Medicine Office, an
unrestricted area. The inspector determined that the door to the
utility room could not be locked, nor was provision made to secure
the sealed source within a locked container inside the utility room.
Also, the inspector determined that during the night or weekend hours
the unoccupied Nuclear Medicine Office is available to building maintenance
personnel to clean the facility.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement IV).

B. License Condition 13.A. states, in part, that each sealed source containing
licensed materials, other than hydrogen-3, with a half-life greater
than thirty days, and in any form other than gas, shall be tested
for leakage and/or contamination at intervals not to exceed six months.

' Contrary to the above requirement, a sealed source containing 50 millicuries
of strontium-90, was leak tested on September 28, 1979 and was not
repeated until November 21, 1980, a period in excess of thirteen months.

; Another leak test was conducted on the same source on June 8, 1981
and was not repeated until March 31, 1982, a period exceeding nine
months.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VI).

C. License Condition 10. states that licensed material shall be used
only at 1507 S. King Street, Room 206, Honolulu, Hawaii and 880 Kam
Highway, Pearl City, Hawaii.
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Contrary to the .above requirement, at the time of inspection, licensed
material (_50 millicuries of strontium-90) was being used at 1507 5..

King Street, Room 101, Honolulu, Hawaii. Also,.up to 29.6 millicuries
of iodine-131 had been used in the Nuclear Medicine Laboratory located
at Room 102 of the above address prior to and during the past year.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VI).

D. License Condition 18. states that the licensee shall possess and use
licensed material in accordance with statements, representations,
and procedures contained in application dated March 19, 1979.

1. Item 1 of the attachment, Calibration of Instruments, which was
submitted with the application, states that the dose calibrator
will be checked for linearity prior to initial use and quarterly
thereafter. -

Contrary to the above requirement, tests to determine instrument
linearity had not been performed on the dose calibrator during
the period of use between the date of license issuance on January 9,
1980, and a linearity test that was performed in the second quarter,
1982.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VI).

2. Item 1 of the attachment, Bioassay for I-131, which was submitted
with the application, states that thyroid bioassays for iodine-
131 will be required for all personnel who handle more than 0.1
millicurie of iodine-131 on an open bench, or more than 1 millicurie
of iodine-131 in a fume hood. Items 2 and 3 of the attachment
also states that the bioassay will be performed between 24 and

,

72 hours after exposure to iodine-131 and again within two weeks
after the last possible exposure to iodine-131 when the employee
is terminating activities involving iodine-131. The bioassay
shall consist of a determination of the individual's thyroid
burden.

Contrary to the above requirements, no measurements had been
made to determine the thyroid burden of certain nuclear medicine
personnel following the handling of up to 29.6 millicuries of
iodine-131 which was administered to patients on eleven separate
occasions between January 26, 1980 and April 7,.1982.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VI).
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3. Item 6 of the attachment, Laboratory Rules for the Use of Radioactive
Material, which was submitted with the application, states that-

each patient dose will be assayed in the dose calibrator prior
to administratio~n to the patient.

Contrary to the above requirement, at the time of the inspection,
patient doses up to 29.6 millicuries of iodine-131 had not been
assayed in the dose calibrator prior to administration to patients
between the period of license issuance on January 9, 1980 and
the date of inspection, June 28, 1982.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VI).
d

E. 10 CFR 20.203(f)(1) states that each container of radioactive material
shall bear a durable, clearly visible label identifying the radioactive
contents. Also, 10 CFR 20.203(f)(2) states that the required label
shall bear the radiation caution symbol and the words " Caution, Radioactive
Material" or " Danger, Radioactive Material". It shall also provide

sufficient information to permit individuals handling or using the
containers, or working in the vicinity thereof, to take precautions
to avoid or minimize exposures.

Contrary to the above requirements, at the time of the inspection,
the lead shield containing a 50 millicurie strontium-90 sealed source
(Tracerlab Model RA-1A Medical Applicator), which was located in the
utility room of the Nuclear Medicine Office (Suite 101), was not labeled
to identify the radioactive contents nor was the container labeled
with the words " Caution, Radioactive Material" or " Danger, Radioactive
Material."

This is a Severity Level V Violation (Supplement IV).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are hereby required to
' submit to this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice, a
written statement or explanation in reply, including: (1) the corrective

! steps which have been taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective steps
| which will be taken to avoid further items of noncompliance; and (3) the

date when full compliance will be achieved. Consideration may be given
to extending your response time for good cause shown.

t
.

dated July 23, 1982 g %gfh
R. D. Thomas, Qdi efj
Materials Radiation Protection Section

|
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PART 2 o RULES OF PRACTICE FSR D':MESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS
Act to the Attorney General as required by tion for ar. operating license or December f
section 105c of the Act. Under that section. 19.1970, whicheter is later, the Commission . ApPandix C '' ? Policy and Proceduse

~ - ~ ~ ' *

the Attomey General will, within a may issue a construction permit or operat. for NRC Enfonussent Asunas, ^
reasonable time, but in no event to exceed ing license. provided that the permit or 11- ".f, gogg,1 wing statement of general polley ~:*I
180 lays after receipt. render such advice to cense so assued contatns the condition speci- and procedure explains the enforcement
the Commission as is determined to ba fied in 4 50.55b of this chapter. g4 g g g gg
appropriate in regard to the finding to be ~ (f) Hearings on antitrust aspects wi!! be Regulatory Commission and its staff hs
made by the Commission as to whether the conducted by a presiding officer, either an initiating enforcement actions and of
activities under the license would create or ,, Administrative Law judge or an atomic presiding officers, the Atoatic Safety and
maintain a situation inconsistent with the : safety and licensing board comprised of three IJcensing Appeal Boards, and the
antitrust laws specifled in subsection 105a of ; members, one of whom will be quahfied in Commission la reviewing these actions. Thia

; the Act. e the conduct of administrative proceedings statement is applicable to enforcement in
; (2) ne review by the Attorney General ' and two of whom will have such technical or matters involving the public health and
g descnbed in paragraph (c)(1) above is not 3 other qualifications as the Commission safety, the common defense and security, and
a required for appbcations for operating deems appropriate to the issues to be the environment.'
; bcenses for production or utilization facilities decided.

under section 103 of the Act for which the L Intmduction and Purpose
""

construction permit was also issued under The purpose of the NRC enforcement
section 103. unless the Director of Nuclear "(g) When the Attorney General has ad- program is to promote and protect the
Reactor Regulation or the Director of Nuclear vised that there may be adverse antitrust

radiological health a,nd safety of the public,
Material Safety and Safeguards, as aspects and recommends that a hearing be including employees health and safety, theheld, the Attorney General or his designeeappropriate determines, after consultetion may participate as a party in the proceed. common defense and secunty, and the
with the Attomey General and in accordance environment by:
with 12.101(e) that such review is advisable .).ngs.

* Ensuring compliance with NRC regulations
on the ground that significant changes in the -

and license conditions:
licensee's activities or proposed activities (h) At the hearing. the presiding officer will + Obtaining prompt cx>rrection of
have occurred subsequent to the previous give due consideration to the advice received nucomphance:
review by the Attorney General and by the from the Attorney General and to evidence + Deterring future noncomplianm; and
Commission under section 105c of the Act in pertaining to antitrust aspects receined at the * U C "'88 N D " " '"I M C*^***

, connection with the construction permit hearing. performance and by examp!e that of
(i) ne presiding officer will, in the initial industry, including the prompt,

td> The D. rector of Nuclear Reactor Regu- decision, make a finding as to whether the ; Identification and reporting of potential
~

lation or Director of Nuclear Matertal activities under the proposed license would
Safety and Safeguards, as appropriate, will create or maintain a situation inconsistent [ safety pmbles.
publish the Attorney General's advice in with the antitrust laws as specified in section - Consistent with the purpose of this
the FtDERAL Rrotstra promptly upon re- 105a of the Act.If the presiding officer finds * program, prompt and vigorous enforcement
ceipt, and will make stfch a.dvice a part of that such a situation would be created or

action will be taken when dealing with

the record in any proceeding on antitrust maintained,it will consider in determining licensees who do not achieve the necessary

matters conducted in accordance with suth whether the permit or license should be meticulous attention to detail and the high

section 105ct5) and section 189a of the Act- lesued or continued. such other factors as it
standard of comp!'ance which the NRC

The Director of Regulation will also publish deems necessary to protect the public expects ofits IIcensees. .

in the FtDERAL Rtotsrta a notice that the luerest, including the need for power in the h> lt is the Comrrission'sintent that
Attorney General has not rendered any affected area.The certainty of contravening noncompliance should be more
such advice. The notice published in the the antitrust laws or the policies clearly expensive than compliance.'
FEDERAL Rtctstra will also include a notice underiytng these laws is not intended to be Each enforcementof hearing. If appropriate. or, if the Attor,

ney General has not recommended a hear. Implicit in this standard, nor is m?re
.

action [s dependent on the circumeances of
ing. will state that any person whose inter- possibility ofinconsistency.The findm.g wdl the case and requires the exercise of
est may be affected by the proceeding may, be based on reasonable probabihty of discretion efter consideration of these
pursuant to and in accordanet with i 2.714. contravention of the antitrust laws or the Policies and proceduns. In no case, however,
file a petition for leave to intervene and re- policies clearly underlying these laws. The w heensees w carnot hve and
quest a hearing on the antitrust aspects of a presiding officer willconclude whether.inits maintain adequate levels of protection be
the application. The notice will state that g Mgmen , is MasonaW probaMe 6at h permitted to conduct licensed activities,
petitions for leave to intervene and requesta * activities under the license would, when the
for hearing shall be filed within 30 days * license la issued or thereafter,be inconsistent II. Statutory Authority and Procedural

"' fter publication of the notice. [ ith any of the antitrustlaws or the policiesa Framework.w '

te)If a hearms on antitrust aspects of the * clearly underl ing theselaws. A. Stotutory Authority
, ~' 3

application is requested or is recommended (J) On the basis of the findings in 'he
by the Attorney General. it will generally be proceeding on the antitrust aspect of the Die NRCs enforcement |urisdictioit is

drawn from the Atomic Energy Act of1954,held separately from the hearing held on application, the presiding officer may (i) *

matters of radiological health and safety authorize the issuance of the permit or as amended, and the Energy Reorganization
and common defense and security described license after favorable consideration of

Act of 1974, as amended.
Section 181 of the Atomic Energy Act

notc of he g will f x a t e fo'r t matters of radiologicalhealth and safety and
authorizes NRC to conduct inspections and

Wring, w hich will be as soon as practicable common defense and security, arid matters

after the receipt of the Attorney General's raised under the National Environmental investigations and to issue orders as may be

advice and compliance with section 189a of Policy Act of 1963, at the hearing described in necessary or desirable to promote the
comm n defe d and security or to protect

the Act and other provisions of this part. sections I-Vill of this appendix:(ii) authorize health or to minimize danger to life cet

|
However, as permitted by subsection 105ct8) the cor.tinuation og a permit or iicense property. Section 186 authorizes NRC to

' of the Act, with respect to proceedings in already issued. (iii) direct the dental of the revoke licenses under certain circumstanceswhich an application for a construction application for the permit or license or the (e g., for material false statements. Inpermit was filed prior to December 19,1970, tescission of a permit orlicense s! eaJy response to conditions that would haveand proceedmgs in which a written request
for antitrust review of an appheation for an issued: or (iv} authorfre the issuance of a
operating license to be issued under section permit or license subject to appropriate I warruted refusal of a lices.ss v. an ur+ginal

a

104b has been made by a person who inter- conditions, and subject to favorable -

g9, , failure to build or
,

;

vened or sought by timely written notice to consideration of matters of radiological
l the Commission to intervene in the con- health and safety and common defense ' Anmrut enforcement matters wdl be dealt with

! struction permit proceeding for the facility matters raised under the National on a case-by case been

to obtain a determination of antitrust con * Environmental Policy Act of1969 at the
sideration or to advance a jurisdictional hearing described in ;ections I-VIII of this

{(-basis for such determination within 25 days appendtx. * correction 4 7 F A 16005 (
, af ter the date of publication in the Ftnraat
| REctsrta of notice of filing of the applica.

2MApril 23,1982

|

|-
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PART 2 o RULES OF PRACTICE FOR DOMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINOS.

,

operate a facthey in accordance with the IIL Seveeley of Violatless -, ta, deception, or other ladicatione
of willfulness. De term "wdifulnese'* me usedterms of the permit or license, and for Regulatory requiremente 'hm vW,

violation of a NRC regulation). Sectica 234 degrees of safety, safeguards, or hem mbraces a spectrum d WoladasI

i euthorisse NRC to impose civil penalties not environmental signincance. Derefore, it is sanging d&mw ine * late or t

fe y to and inclueng camless esmgard for'

.to exceed 3100.000 per violat. ion per day forWi. tial that the relative.importance of e.ach_ay,,, ,y,w,,i== ,, ,,
essen

i .Wism dc.r ain s .d noen.ing n beidentined.e . .,st st., in .
provisions d es Act, ruim, ordm and enfmement pmcas.
license terme implementing hoe provisions, con uently, vlotations are categorized in level of carelese disregard. la determining the

and for violations for which licenses can be tenne d u Imla of sewny to show theis Wic @ lMNm MW
* *"** ' ' " ' h dse wiufulnese consideration will be given to

g g,(' " such factore as the position of the pmonrevoked. Section 232 authorizes NRC to seek,

dv ty reati injunctive or other equitable relief for Reactor Operations: . Involwd la the violation (e 3, Aret line
| violation of regulatory requirements. Facility Construction; superWoor or senior managw), the j
l Section 20s of the Energy Reorganization Safeguards. signfHeance of any undedying v6olation, the

Act authorizes NRC to impose civil penalties Health Physics: intent of the violafor (i.e., nesugence not
,

for knowing and conscious failures to provide Transportation; amounting to careless disregard, carelessi

! cartain safety information to the NRC. Fuel cycle and Materiale Operadone and disregard, or deliberateness), and the'

) Chapter 13 of the Atomic Energy Act Miscellaneous Mattere. economic advantage,if any, gained by the

} provides for varying levels of criminal Within each activity area Severity I4vell vlotation. De relative weight given to each of
i penalties (i.e monetary fines and hu been assigned to violations that are the these factore In arriving at the appropriate
) Imprisonment) for willful violations of the act roost signincent and Smrity level V emity twel will be dependent on the

.

| and mgulations or ordere issued under Wiations are the least sign 16 cant. Severity circumstances of the violation.

; Sections 66,181(b), telli), or 181(o) of the Act. 14vellhad 11 violations are of very De NRC expects Ucensees to provide full,.

, grune,,e ,,gulatory cone,,n, go g,,,,,3, complete, timely, and accurate information
- Section 223 provides that criminal penalties Wlations that are included in these severity and reports. Accordingly, unless otherwise .

may be imposed on certain individuals categories insolve actual or high potential categorized in the Supplements, the severityi

employed by Arms constructing or supplying impact on the public. Severity Level III level of a violation involvmg the failure to
basic components of any utilization facility if Aletions are cause for sigruficant concern. make a required report to the NRC will be
the ladivioual knowingly and willfully Severity 14vellV violations are less serious based upon the significance of and the

| violates NRC requirements such that a basic but are of more than minor concern:1.e ifleft circumstances surrounding the matter.
j component could be signincantly impaired. uncorrected, they could lead to a more However, the severity level of an untimely *,

: Section 235 provides that criminal penalties , serious concern. Severity level V violations report,in contrast to no report, may be
may be imposed on persons who interfere . are of minor safety or environsnental concern. ; reduced depending on the circumstances*

E with inspectors. Section 238 provides that : De misuve seriouenne of violadons at the ; sumunding es maner.
criminal penalties may be imposed on y eewal emity imis applies within each E IV. Enforcement Actions

!
~

7,M,,,,,,, , y empi,, ; His section describes the enforcement
* "

persons who attempt to or cause sabotage at ;, ,
a nuclear facility or to nuclear fuel Alleged whue the inunediacy of any hasard to the sanctans available to NRC and specifies the

| .

er suspected criminal violations of the public associated with Severity IAveg g Conditions under whiCh each may be used.
@. Atomic Energy Act are referred to the violations in Reactor Operations is greater De basic sanctime are notices of violation,;

i
..

!
'

Department of justice for appropriate action. than that ===aciated with Severity 14vell dvil penalties, and ordere of various types.Gy
8.Phsce&tol#Ninewon violatione in Reactor Construction, both Additionally, related administrative

areas have violations which cover the full mech == lame such as bulletine and
to CFR Part 2. Subpart B, of NRC's range of severity levele.nle disparity la conntmatory action letters are used to

regulations sets forth the procedures the NRC relative seriousness of violations in different supplement the enforcement program. In
! uses in exercising its enforcement authority. activity areas le due to the diversity of selecting the enforcement sanctions to be
I to CFR 2.201 este forth the i+---- N for licensed activities regulated by NRC and the - applied. NRC will consider enforcement-

lessing notices of violation. need for continuing improvement in licensee actions taka by other Federal or State
ne procedure to be used in assessing dwil performance of certain activities, regulatory bodies having concumnt

*

penalties le set forth in 10 GR 2.205. Die While examples are provided in jurisdiction, such as in transportation

regulation provides that the appropriate NRC Supplements I through VII for detemining the maners.

OfEco Director initiates the civG penalty appropriate severity level for violatione in With very limited exceptions, whenever

b issuing ti** f ' la ' " and each of the seven activity areas. the noncompliance with NRC requirements is
I **amples are neither exhaustive nor identified, enforcement action is taken. De

, g, 8; ,d 0 pena y, D e
licensee le provided an opportunity to contest controlling.Dese examples do not create nature and extent of the enforcement action *

new requirements.ney reflect the is intended to reflect the seriousness of the
in writing the proposed imposition of a dwil seriousness of violations of requirements. violation involved. For the vast majority of
penalty. After evaluation of the licensee's Each of the examples la the supplemente is violations action by an NRC regir tal office
response. the Director may mitigate, remit, or predicated on a violation of a regulatory le appropriate in the form of a Notee of
impose the civil penalty. An opportunity le requireawnt. Violation requiring a formal respme from
provided for a hearing if a dvtl penalty le In each case the severity of a violation wiH the licensee descnbing its cuacuve actions.
Imposed. be characterized at the lev? best suited to De relatively small number of casee

ne procudure for leeuind an order to show the signincance of the petular violation. involving elevated enforcement action
cause why a license should not be modined, IJcensed activittee not directly covered by receives substantial attention by the public.
suspended. or revoked or why such other one of the above listed areas, e.g export and may have elsnficant impact on the

action should not be taken is set forth in to license activities will be placed in the licensee e operation.nese elevated
i

CF1t 2.202. De mechanism for mod fying e activity area most suitable in light of the enforcement actione include civil penalties;

license by order le set forth in to CFR Lar4. particular violation involved. ordere modifying. suspending or revoking
7

hose sections of Part 2 provide sa The severity level of a violation may be licenses; or orders to cease and desist from

opportunity for a hearing to the effected incmand if the circumstancu eumunang Mgnedac u m.

licensee. However. the NRC is authortrad to e msHerinv Ivo camlwe dismeerd of A,yogjo,of yjojogion ;

make ordere immediately effective if the A notice of violation is a written notice
Public health, safety or interest so requiree $h% , , ' N'[ eetting forth one or more violations of a*

or, in the case of an order to show cause,if si.we, ,,,,i.un, m , m , m legally binding requirement.The notice
the alleged violation le wdiful. speansamen er enter. normally requires the licensee to provide a

2-45 March 12,1982
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PART 2 o RULES OF PRACTICE FOR DOMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS.

written statement describing (1) corrective to violadons discussed in a previone m behbew-steps which have been taken by the licensee enforcement conference, and for which the programs for problem identificattaa ceand the results achieved;(2) corrective steps uforcement conference wu inenective in m%,mgu- W
mp$ 'be [ [, ,,c, go,"i;, g,,,3

* inw!ving willfulnna. flagmnt NRCunnfiedn 3) at wh
achieved. NRC may require responses to IV viofations. NRC normally considers dvil "" "' " *
notices of violation to be undet oeuL penalties only for similar violatione that **"*8'"""I""''''' '

Normally responses under oath willbe occur after the date of the last inspectwo or II' M '"I"*""'"',O N O
actionle warranted inefodingleoningrequired only in connectio's with civil within two years, whichever period la

pmalties and ordera. greater. Enforcement conferences are appropriate orders and assessing civd
NRC uses the notica of violation as the normally conducted for all Severity I4 vel L !!, puattin !br entinuing viofattorre on a per

standard method for formalizing the and 111 violations and for Severity lavelIV day besie, op to the statutory limit of $100.000
emistence of a violauon. A notice of violatlos violations that are considered symptomatic of per violation, per day,
is normally the only enforcement action program deficiencies, rather than isolate 1 NRC reviews each propond civf! penafty
taken, except in cases where the criteria for concerns. IJcensees will be put on notice case on its own merits and adlusta the basecivil penalties and orders, as set forth in when a meeting is an enforcement civil penalty values upward or downward
Sections IV.B and IV.C respectively, are met. conference. appropriately. Tables 1A and 1B identify theIn such cases, the notice of violation will be Civil penalties wi!! normally be asses ed base civil penalty values for different
issued in conjunction with the elevated for knowing and conscious violations of the severity levels, activity areas, and classes ofacuns. reporting requirements of Section 206 of the licensees. Alter considering a!! relevantBecause the NRC wants to encourage and Energy Reorganization Act, and for any circumstances, adjustments to these valuessupport licensee truttative for self- willful Wolation, including those at anY may be made for the factors described below: '

identification and correction of probfems. ,,,,,ggy .,,g- 1. Prompt Identificolson cad tteportingg

NRC will not generally itsue a notice of NRC imposes different leve!s of penaltlee Reduction of up to 50% of the base civilviolation for a violation that meets all of the for ddferent severity level violations and paa y may be shu whn a Ucannesfollowing tuts: different classes of licensees. Tables 1A and M H a n and pr mp% mpoda(1) It was identified by the licensee: 1B show the base civil penalties for various the ykladon to the NRC la weigMng We(2)It fits in Severity fevel TV or M reactor, fuel cycle, and materials programs.
(3)It was reported. if required; ne structure of these tables generally takes factw. considershon wul be gina to, among
(4)It wa s or will be corrected. including into account the gravity of the violation as a o6er tMass.ee lenge of time se Moladon

, measures to prevent recurrence, withis a ~ primary consideration and the ability 60 pay 0 existed prior to discovery, the opportunity
; reasonable time; and ||| as a secondary consideration. Generally. *: available to discover the violation and the* ,

(5) It was not a violation that could operations involving greater nuclear material e promptness and completeness of any. g
E reasonably be expected to have been Inventories and greater potential w required report.nis factor will not be*

prevented by the licensee's corrective action O consequences to the pubhc and licensee O applied to violations which constitute or are
, for a previous violation, employees receive higher civil penalties. identified as a result of overexposures.*

Licensees are not ordinarily cited far Regardmg the secondary factor of ability of unplanned releases of redioactivity or other i

violations resulting from matters not within various classes oflicensees to pay the ovil specific. self4 sclosing incidents. In addition.
their control such as equipment failures that penalties. It is not the NRC's intention that no consideration will be given to this factor if
were not avoidable by reasonable licenses the economic impact of a civil penalty be the licensee does not take immediate action
quality assurance measures or management such that it puts a licensee ont of businees to correct the problem upon discovery.
controls. Generally, however, licensees are (orders, rather than civil penalties, are used 2. Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrenceheld responsible for the acts of their when the intent is to terminate bcensed Recognizing that corrective action is always'h activities) or adversely affects a licensee's required to meet regulatory requirements. thecu'sper n eT,nt e con true o ability to safely conduct licensed activities. promptness and extent to which the !!canseeEnforcement actions involving individuals. De deterrent effect of civil penalties is beat takes corrective action. including actions to
including hcensed operatora, will be, served when the amounts of such penalties prevent recurrence, may be conndered indetermined on a case-by-case basia. take into account a heensee's " ability to modifying the dril penalty to be assessed.
8 ChilPensfry pay."In determining the amounts of civil Unusually prompt and extensive corrective

A dvil penalty is a monetary penalty that penalt'es f r hcensees for whom the tables action may result in redudng the proposed .

may be imposed for violation of(al certain do not reflect the ability to pay. NRC will dvil penalty as much as 50% of the base
specifiedlicensing rovisions of the Atomic consider as necessary an increase or value shown in Tabla 1. On the other hand.

" 8 C8''-b 'C88' D8't'-d'CT'88' 7 the civil penalty may be increased as muchEnergy Act or supp ementary NRC rules or
orders. (b) any requirement for which a NRC attaches great importance to as 25% of the base value ifinitietion of
license may be revoked. or (c) reporting comprehensive licensee programs for corrective action is not prompt orif the
requirements under Section 206 of the Energy 50]* corrective actionis only minimally"

Reorganization Act. Civil penalties are acceptable. In weh this fam
designed to emphastre the need for lasting violation of regulato'7 requirements.This la consideration will be gis en to. among other8s ed * 'remedial action and to deter future violations.

d ns M things, the timeliness of the corrective action.,

Generally, dvil penalties are imposed for
Severity level I and !! violations. are correct. and report problems expeditiously degree of licensee icittative, and

considered and usn!!y imposed for Severity and effectively.To encourage licensee self- comprehensiveness of the corrective action-

identification and correction of violations such as whether the action is focueed
level !!! violations. and may be imposed for
Seventy levelIV violations that are similar and to avoid potential concealment of narrowly to the specific violation or broadfy

problems of safety s!gnificance, application to the general area of concern,
of the adjustment factors set forth below may 3. Enforcement History. De bese civil

'Sechon 234 of the Atomic Energy Act gives the result in no civil penalty being assessed for penalty may be increased as much as 254
Commission authonry to impo civil penatttu for violations which are identifled. reported (if depending on the enforcement history in the
[,fnN"s,$nTsNe "D # required). and effectively corrected by the general area of concern.Specifically failure

o
indivetaa!6 a vanety of ornamastaana, and any licensee. provided that such violations were to imp}ement previous corrective action Int
representatives or asents Tha givu the not disclosed es e result of overexposures or prior similar problems Inay increase the civil
Comnuss on authoney ta impose civd penalties os unplanned releases of radioactivity or other penalty value.
employees of ticensees or cn seperste enttues when specific, self-disciosing incidents. 4. Prior Notice ofSimilar Erents. He base
a violanon of a reqwrement directly imposed on civil penalty may be increased as much at
them is comndnat reasonably expected to have been prevented by the 25% for asses where the licensee had prior

*The word semilar? es used in this polley. refns !!censee e correettve acnon for the previeve knowledge of a problem as a reeult of a
to thow violanona which could hew been vtolanos. hcensee audit, or specific NRC or industry

( .
L
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*

i
! notification, and had failed to take effective have been aware of the condition or had an (d) When the licensee interferes with the.

| preventive steps. opportunity to correct the condition but conduct of an inspection er investigation: or
5. Multiple Occurrences. He base dvil failed to do so. Civil penalties in excess of (e) For any reason not mentioned above forj

-' penalty may be increased as much as 25% 3.75 times the maximum civil penalty for a which license revocation is legally;
5 where muluple examples of a particular single Severity IAYel I violation for each type authorized.

violation are identified during the inspection of licensee require specific Commission Suspens!ons may apply to all or part of the e

penod. This factor is applicable only where approvalin accordance with guidance set licensed activity. Ordinarily, a licensed
NRC identifies the violation, or for violations forth in Section VI below, activity is ne suspended (nor is a suspension
associated with self. disclosing incidents. NRC statutory authority permits the prolonged) for failure to comply with

ne above factors are additive so that the assessment of the maximum civil penalty for requirements where such failure is not willful
civil penalty for any severity level may ranae each violation. The Tables and the mitigating and adequate corrective action has been
from plus or minus 100% of the base value. factors determine the civil penalties wetich taken.
However, in no instance will a civil penalty may be assessed for each violation. However. (3) Revocation Orders may be used:
for any one violation exceed St00.000 per to emphasize the focus on the fundamental (a) When a licensee is unable or unwilling
day. underlying causes of a problem for which to comply with NRC requirements.

The duration of a violation may also be enforcement action appears to be warranted. (b) When a licensee refuses to correct a
considered in assessing a civil penalty. A the cumulative total for all violations which violation,'

greater civil penalty may be imposed if a contributed to or were unavoidable (c) When a licensee does not respond to a

j violation continues for more than a day. cot. sequences of that problem will generally notice of violation where a response was
Generally.if a licensee is aware of the be based on the amount shown in the table, required.

~i
existence of a condition which results in an as adjusted. If an evaluation of such n ultiple (d) When a licensee refuses to pay a fee*

ongoing violation and fails to initiate violations shows that more than one required by 10 CFR Part 170, or
corrective action, each day the condition fundamental problem is involved, each of . (e) For any other reason for which
existed may be considered as a separate 3 which. if viewed independently, could lead to revocation is authorized under Section 1% of

; violation and, as such. subject to a separate civil pe ialty action by itself then separate the Atomic Energy Act (e g, any condition
; additionalcivilpenalty. E civil penalties may be assessed for each such which would warrant refusal of a license on

Generally, for situations where a licensee , fundamental problem. In this regard, the 0 an original application).z
' is unaware of a condition resulting in a . failure to make a required report of an event (4) Cease and Desist Orders are typically
O continuing violation, a separate violation and requiring such reporting is considered a 5 used to stop an unauthorized activity that has

attendant civil penalty may be considered for separate problem and will normally be I continued after notification by NRC that such
each day that the hcensee clearly should assessed a separate civil penalty. activity is unauthorized.*

Orders are made effective immediately.
TAsa 1 A.-BASE CivtL PENALDES without prior opportunity for hearing,

whenever it is determined that the public
tror se.uniy i mt

b alth, interest. or safety so requires. or when
mwe i sese,ards Tr==owmeen the order is responding to a violation

% operations * involving willfulness. Otherwise, a prior,
is.es im opportunity for a hearing on the order isQ %

#'YT"' say : O go afforded.For cases in which the NRC- nesen
8'** amo believes a basis could reasonably exist for

not taking the action se proposed, the
a Po-ar neaans seo. coo seemo sao. coo asomo es.cos licensee will ordinarily be afforded an
ik Tess new to.oco 1o.000 s.ooo 1o.000 a. coo opportunity to show cause why the order
a menearoi neaans wie cr'ecameen tooo suo a.sco smo 1.000
a Fuel Facetes- 40.000 so.oco do.ooo 40.000 s.oco should not be issued in the proposed manner.
a mnemes users e uemar emo s.ooo a.ono
t weem n.em smereese a,oco sooo s.ooo D. Escalation ofEnforcement Sanctions
* '',',',"u"e ",,", u**ce"n' ee"s "*"" $ $ $ NRC considers violations of Severity

o s Levels I II, or III to be serious, if serious
'cemony i soarene we emme snarmese i6 peesses sewsde enness se se iege speaes nua or wei no CFR violations occur. NRC will, where necessary.

"eT[o. 7,,e o sectaeas issue orders in conjunction with civil

k penalties to achieve immediate correctivee Atso. v,pe a emaeo euwwe pecsessa g actions and to deter further recurtence of
r.

a eemass ceAmisl Fe@OF.DrWr8''''"*oa 8 barous or em n.a R.maucien pPiermeGeg bgggg| ;
; gng gygyg g gp

serious violations. NRC carefully considers
. * ** *R*'* * ""*'''' ****do'* "o8 ***'"es casegatens wider a eveuen m een imm* the circumstances of each case in selecting

TAsa 18.-8msE Cnnt PENALDES issued in lieu of or in addition to, civil and applying the sanction (s) appropriate to
penalties, as appropriate. the case in accordance with the criteria

same a.s (1)IJcense Modification Orders are issued described in Sections IV.B and IV.C. above.
* * * * " ' ' * " ' n','e"e'n"e'swhen some change in licensee equipment. Examples of enforcement actions that

,

procedures, or management cor trole is could be taken for similar Severity 14 veli. II.
or III violations are set forth in Table 2.Thee too necessary.

e so (2) Suspension Orders may be used: actual progression to be used in a particular

$ (a) To remove a threat to the public health case will depend on the circumstances."

v s and safety, common defense and security, ce However, enforcement sanctions will
the environment; normally escalate for recurring similar

'''***'''"""'''*8"''*** (b) To stop facility construction when (i) violations.
further work could preclude or significantly Normally the progression of enforcement
hinder the identification or correction of an actions for similar violations will be besed on

C. Onfer, improperly constructed safety.related system violations under a single license. When more
or component, or (ii) the licensee's' quality than one facility is covered by a single

An orderis a written NRC directive to assurance program implementation is not license, the normal progression will be based
modify. suspend. or revoke a license; to cease adequate to provide confidence that en similar violations at an individual facility
and desist from a given practice or activity. construction activities are being properly and not on similar violations under the same
or to take such other action as may be proper carried out; license. However. it should be noted that
(see 10 CRt 2.202 and 2.204). Orders may be (c) When the licensee has not responded under some circumstances, e.g. where there

issued se set forth below. Orders may also be adequately to other enforcement action; is common control over some facet of facility

m

* correction 4 7 F R 16005 2-47 April 23,1982
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PART 2 O RULES OF PRACTICE FOR DOMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS
.

operations similar violations may be charged NRC from taking other enforcement action 1. A Safety Limit. as defined in 10 Cm.

even though the second violation occurred at under this General Statement of Policy. 50.36 and the Technical Specifications being
a different facihty or under a different liowever, such actions will be coordinated exceeded: J
bcense. For example, a physical security with the Department of justice to the extent 2. A system * designed to prevent or

'

violation at Unit 2 of a dual unit plant that practicable. mitigate a serious safety event not being able
repeats an earher violation at Unit 1 might be

V.Public Disclosure of Enforcement Actions to perform its intended safety function 'when
considered sinular.

In accordance with to CFR 2.790, all actually ca!!ed upon to work:
"Cdd I liTABLE 2.-EXAMPLES or PROGRES$10N OF Es- enforcement actions. inspection reports, and j ,,,,'g"r di a t vit oNsite greater

CALATED EwoncEMENT ACTIONS FOR SIMI* heensees' responses s's publicly available
g

LAR %CLATIONS IN THE SAME ActivTv AAEA for inspection. In addition, press releases are ,

bers e case o orde e a d civil R SuerHy II-Vay significant violations#"

u , , ,w, , oui,on e , e. om. w penalties related to violations at Severity involving:
****'***"**"**"**P"8 levels I. IL or Ill press releases are issued at 1. A system designed to prevent or mitigate

s.e w e " * * * * * * ' * " " ' ' * " * * the time of the order or the proposed serious safety events not being able to..
ist ad 38 Imposition of the civil penalty. Press releases perform its intended safety function: or .

are not normally issued for Notices of 2. Release of radioactivity offsite greater

'a + t + 5- Violation. than five (5) times the Technicali ._ a + a. s+6+c L
u - e Specifications limit.

4 m- as a ut VL Responsibilities C. Severity Ill-Significant violations
a cw a.9 The Director. Office ofInspection and involving-
a s.o.a on v .a. cad oceanoao we me Om 0 ec Enforcement. as the principal enforcement 1. A Technical Specification Limiting

E,o.a*,.*.''cYo5, .N "cE**,E.*a*I*EnT*aNaN"officer of the NRC has been delegated the Condition for Operation being exceededc
n.awata. e moscanoa W ee acease. as approons'* suthority to issue notices of violations, civil where the appropriate Action Statement was

,,,,,5',*;",,**"o',*a,%*"'**"''**'*""#'** penalties. and orders.*In recognition that the not satisfied that resulted in:
*

,,

e Fwm- .cnoa. as awapaa'*- regulation of nuclear activities in many cases (a)less of a safety function: or* Ca8'**"" "- does not lend itself to a mechanistic (b) A degraded condition. and sufficient.,,

treatment. the Director must exercise - Information existed which should have., ,E Reloted Admimstrata, e Ach.ons *
; judgement and discretion in determining the alerted the licensee that he was in an Actionseverity levels of the violations and the E Statementcondition:In addition to the formal enforcement e~

2 mechanisms of notices of violation, civil [ appropriate enforcement sanctions including 2. A system designed to prevent or mitigate-
penalties, and orders. NRC also uses the decision to impose a civil penalty and the * a ser ous safety event not being able to

*
~

amount of such penalty, after considering the perform its intended function under certaina administrative mechanisms, such as -

- enforcement conferences, bulletins, circulars, general principles of this statement of policy
* information notices, generic letters. notices of and the technical significance of the conditions (e.g safety system not operable

deviation. and confirmatory action letters to violations and the surrounding unless offsite power is available: materials or

supplement its enforcement program. NRC circumstances. components not environmentally qualified):

expects licensees to adhere to any The Commission will be provided written 3. Serious dereliction of duty on the part of

obligations ar.d commitments resulting from notification of all enforcement actions personnel involved in licensed activities:

these processes and will not hesitate to issue involving civil penalties or orders.The '

, M d -

appropriate orders to make sure that such Commission will be consulted prior to la ng
enforceroent action in the following situations Y:

() orceme t nferences are meetings (unins e gen e sRua@n &ctater
held by NRC with licensee management to immediate action): tha he e.h i e tion limit:
discuss safety, safeguards or environmental (1) An action affecti a licens

g g

problems. licensee *s compliance with ation that req a nc the pubh,c .am n nt w I

re'gulat ry requirements, a licensee,s
security implications of not operating with 1.10 CFR 50 59 that do not result in a' " "

s eu s to p emeota ) the potential radiological or other hazards Severity Level L 11. or 111 violation;
associated with continued operation: 2. Failure to meet regulatory requirements

(2)D le ular o a on o ices (2) Proposals to impose civil penalties in that have more than minor safety or
.

and Generic Letters are written notifications amounts greater than 3.75 times the Severity environmental significance: or
.

to groups of licensees identifying specific LevelI values shown in Table 1A: 3. FeCure to make a required IJcensee

problems and recommending specific actions. (3) Any proposed enforcement action on Event Report when the reported matte? does
.

(3) Notices of Deviation are written notices
which die Commission asks to be consulted; not constitute a violation.

describing a licensee's or a vendor's failure to or E. Seventy Level V-Violations that have
satisfy a commitment.'Ibe commitment (4) Any action the Office Director believes minor safety or environmental significance.

warrants Commission involvement.invohed has not been made a legally binding Supplement !!-Severity Categories -

requirement. The notice of deviation requests Supplement I-Severity Categories
the licensee or vendor to provide a written Porf.M Focility Construch.on
explanation or statement describing Reoctor Operations A. Severity I-Very significant violations
corrective steps taken (or planned), the A. Severity 1-Very significant violations involving a structure or system that is
results achieved, and the date when involving-
corrective action will be completed. * * System" as used in these supplements, tecludes

(4) Confirmatory ActionIstters areletters erg, Directors of the Offices of Nucler Reactor administrative and managertal control systema, as
confirming a licensee's agreement to take Regulation and Nuclear Material Safety and well as physical systems.
certain actions to remove significant Safeguards hav r also been delesated similar '" Intended safety function" means the total
concerns about health and safety, safeguards, authority. but it is expected that normat use of this safety function, and is not directed toward a loss of
or the environment. authority by NRR and NhtSP will be confined to redundancy. For esample, considering a BWR's high

j actions necessary in the interest of pubhc health pressure ECCS capabdity. the violation must result
i F. Referro/s To Department offustice and safety.The Director, office of Administrauon. in complete invahdation of both IIPCI and ADS
i Alleged or suspected criminal violations of has been defesated the authority to issue orders subsystems. A loss of one subsystem does not

} the Atomic EneIII Act (and of other relevant whm bcensen notanomnonion nrutauon@ dweauhe intended safety funchon as lens as the
^

nonpayment of heense fees. It is planned to other subsystem is operable.Federallaws) are referred to the Department consider redelegation of some or all of these eThe Technical Specification limit as used in thisof Justic for investigation. Referral to the authonties to the Administrators of the NRC Supplement [ltems A 4. 8.g and C5) does not applyDepartment of Justice does not preclude the Regional Offices over the next several years, to the instantaneous release limit.

.
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. .

5. Exposure of a worker in restricted areas
completed 'in such a -nne that it woeld designed or used to prevent any unauthorized of ten tinwa the limits of to CB M1Ej not have satisfied its intended safety related individual from entering a vital area or*

material accesa area from outside the
B. Severity D-Very significant violatione

purpose.
g B. Severity II * --Very siruficant violations protected area (i.e., entry through two involving

involving: baniers) so that access could have been
1. Single exposure of a worker in exceu of

i 1. A breakdown in the quality assurance gained without detection; 5 rense of radiation to the whole body. 30,

'

program as exemplified by deficiencies in 3. Failure to implement apprcrved rems to the skin of the whole body, or 75

construction QA related to more than one compensatory measures when the central (or rema to the feet. ankles. hands or forearms;

work activity (e g., structural, piping. secondary) alarm station is inoperable: 2. Annual whole body exposure of a

electrical, foundations). Such deficiencies 4. Failure to establish or maintain member of the pubile in excess of 0.5 rems of

normally involve the licensee *c failure to safeguards systems designed or used to radiation:
conduct adequate audits or to take prompt prevent or detect the unauthorized removal of 3. Release of 6adioactive material to an ,

corrective action on the basis of such audits a formula quantity of SSNM from areas of unrestMcted area in excess of five times the
and normally involve multiple examples of authorized use or storage: or limits of to CFR 2r1106;
deficient construction or construction of 5. Failure to use established transportation 4. Failure to m. ke an immediate
unknown quality due to inadequate program security systems designed or used to prevent notification as required by 10 CFR

,
irnplementatiorn or the theft, loss, or diversion of a formula 20.403(a)(1) and 10 CR 20.403(a)(2):

2. A structure or system that is completed quancity of SSNM or acts of radiological 5. Disposaloflicensed materialin
in such a manner that it could have an sabotage. quantities or concentrations in excess of five

, adverse effect on the safety of operations. C. Severity IINSignificant violations times the limits of 10 CFR 20.303. orf C. Severity IIbSigruficant violations involving- EL Exposure of a worker in restricted areas3 1. Failure to control access to a vital area in excess of five times the limits of to CFRinvolving-
1. A deficiency in a licensee quality or material access area from inside the M 103.

assurance program for construction related to protected area or failure to control access to C. Severity NWcant violadons
a single work activity (e g structural piping. a protected area from outside the protected involving-electncal or foundations). Such sigmficant area;(i.e such that only a single security 1. Sin 8 e exposure of a worker in excess ofI
deficiency normally involves the hcensee's element remained): 3 rems of radiation to the whole body. 7.5failure to conduct adequate audits or to take 2. Failure to control access to a transport

reme to the skin of the whole body, or 18.75
prompt corrective action on the basis of suda vehicle or the SNM being transported that
audits and normally involves multiple does not constitute a Severity I or 11 violation; rems to the feet, ankles. hands or forearms;

2. A radiation level in an onrestricted areaexamples of deficient construction or 3. Failure to establish or malr.tain
construction of unknown quality due to safeguards systems designed or used to that exceeds 100 milhrem/ hour for a one hour,

; inadequate program implementation: '. detect the unauthorized rvmoval of SNNf of g period;
3. Fadure to make a 24-hour notification as

; requ.Fadure to confirm the design safety
I moderate strategic s4nif.cance from areas of *2

irements of a structure or system as e ir authorized use or storage; or [ required by to CFR 2403(b) or an immediatea
; result ofinadequate preoperational test I 4. Failure to properly secure or protect actification required by to CFR 20.402(a);~

4. Substantial potential for an exposure or*program unplementation; or * classified or other sensitive safeguards ~
release in excess of to CFR 20 whether or not3. Failure to make a required to CFR information.

50.55(e) report. D. Severity IV-Violations invo!ving- such axposure or rolease occurs (eg, entry
D. Severity IV-Violations involving failure 1. Failure to e'stablish or maintain into high radiation areas. such as under

to meet regulatory requirements including- safeguards systems designed or used to reactor vnsels or ire the vicinity of exposed
i, one or more Quality Assurance Cnteria not detect the unauthorized removal of SNNi of radiographic sources. without having 'on of aeve II. low strategic sigmficance $'from areas of performed an adequate survey, operati

'

*Qt ng, , ,, y
.

authorized use or storage; radiation facihty with a nonfunctioning
or environmenta, significance. 2. Failure to implement to CFR Parts 25 and interlock system);

E. Severity V-Violations that have minor 95 and information addressed under Section 5. Release of radioactive material to an
safety or environmental significance. 142 of the Act, and the NRC approved unrestricted area in excess of the limits of 10
Supplement III-Severity Categories security plan relevant to those parts; or Cm m106-

3. Other violations, such as failure to follow 6. Improper disposal of licensed material
Sofeguo an approved security plan, that have mo e not covered in Severity Levels I or !!;

A. Severity I-Very significant violations than minor safeguards sigruficance. 7. Exposure of a workerin restricted areas
involving- E. Seventy V--Violations that have minor in excess of the Ihnits of to CFR 20.103;

1. An act of radiological sabotage or actual safeguards sigmficance. 8. Release for unrestricted use off
'

lea ate * Supplement IV-Severity Categories contaminated or radioac'ive material or' ""
fs egic sp cia %" ""' * ' " * " * *'.

(SSNMl; Heahh Physics to CFR Port 20 '*
.

for significant exposure to members of the
2. Actual entry of an unauthorized A. Severity I-.Very significant violations public, or which reflects a programmatic

individual into a vital area or material access inv Iving' (rather than isoisted) weakness in thearea from outade the protected area (i.e 1. Single exposure of a worker m, excess of radiation control program:,

penetration of both barriers) that was not 25 rems of radiation to the whole body.150 9. Cumulative worker exposure above
detected at the time of entry; or rems to the skin of the whole body.or 375 regulatory limits when such cumulative3. Failure to promptly report knowledge of rems to the feet, ankles. bands, or forearms; exposure reflects a programmatic, rather than

! en actual or ettempted theft er diversion of 2. Annual whole body exposure of a en isolated weakness in radiation protection;
l SSNM or an act of radiological sabotage.

member of the public in excess of 2.5 rems of 10. Conduct of licensee activities by aIk Seventy 11--Very significant violations radiation; . technically unqualified person; or,

|
involving:

l 1. Actual theft. loss or diversion of special 3. Releasa of radioactive maten,al to an 11. Significant failure to controllicensed
nuclear material (SNM) of moderate strategic unrestricted area in excess of ten times the ,,g,,g,g

liants of to CFR 20.106; D. Severitt IV-Violations involving:s%nificance.'s
A Failure to use established security 4. Disposal of licensed material in 1. Exposures in excess of the limits of to

| j s c tems (including compensatory measures) quantities or concentrations in excess of ten CFR 20.101 not constituting Severity Level 1.
times the limits of to CFR 20.303; or II. or III violationr.|

'-Completed * means coswiehen of construct 1*'s 2. A radiationlevelin an unrestricted area
tryludmg review and acceptance by the "See to CFR r3 2(y). such that en individual could receive greater
ocmstruction QA organization. ** personnel overeuposures and assadated than 2 millirem in a one hour period or 100

"See to CMt 712(bbk molauona incurred during a Infe sanns effort. mD j,,

"See 10 CDt 73J(ab be treated on a case-by. case baana.

[ ' Correction 4 7 FR 16005
1
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e 3. Failure to make a 30-day notification Supplement VI-Severity Categoeles 3. Deliberate action by management to
discriminate (in violation of Section 210 ofrequired by to CFR 20.405: Fue/ Cycle andAfoterials Operations the ERA) against an employee for attempting /E

re rt a eq r d by 1 .20.408. A. Severity I-Very significant violatione to communicate or actually communicating \, ~~ #:
involving- with NRC.

An er matter that has more than 1. Radiation levels, contamination levels, or B. Severity U-Very significant violations
minor safety or environmental significance. releases that exceed ten times the limits involving-

E. Seventy V-Violations that have minor 8Pecified in the license:
.

1. A MFS or a reporting failure involving
safety or environmental significance. 2. A system designed to prevent or mitigate information which, had it been available to

a serious safety event not being operable the NRC and accurate at the time the
Supplement V-Severity Categories when actually required to perform its design information should have been submitted,

function: of would have resulted in regulatory action orTronsportorion " 3. A nuclear criticality accident. would likely have resulted in NRC seeking
A. Severity I-very significant violations B. Severity H-Very significant violations furtherinformation;

of NRC transportation requirements involving: 2. A MFS in which the false statement was
involving- 1. Radia tion levels, contamination levels, or made with careless disregard:

1. Annual whole body radiation exposure releas4 s that exceed five tirnes the limits 3. Discrimination (in violation of Section *

of a member of the public in excess of 0.5 specified in the license: or 210 of the ERA) by management at any level
rems of radiation: or 2. A system designed to prevent or mitigate above first-line supervision, against an

2. Breach of package integrity resulting in a serious safety event being inoperable. employee for attempting to communicate or
surface contamination or external radiation C. Severity HI-Significant violations actually communicating with NRC: or
levels in excess of ten times the NRC limits. involving 4. A failure to provide the notice required

B. Severity U-Very signdicant violations 1. Failure to control access to licensed by Part 21.
of NRC transportation requirements materials for radiation purposes as specified C. Severity HI-Significant violations
involving- by NRC requirements; |; involving-

1. Broch of package integrity resulting in 2. Possession or use of unauthorized 1. A MFS not amounting to a severity level-

surface contamination or external radiation equipment or materials in the conduct of $ I or U violation;
levels in excess of NRC requirements: , licensee activities: 2. Discrimination (in violation of Section'

2. Surface contamination or ex'ernal 3. Use of radioactive material on humans
radiationlevels in excess of three times NRC ; where such use is not authorized; :; 210 of the ERA) against an employee for

. attempting to cotnmunicate or actually
* limits that did not result from a breach of f 4. Conduct oflicensed activities by a communicating with the NRC: or
E packageintegrity;or ~ technically unqualified person: 3. Inadequate review or failure to review

3. Failure to make required initial 5. Radiation levels, contamina tion levels, or such that,if an appropriate review had been
*-

* notifications associated with Seventy I4 veli releases that exceed the limits specified in made as required, a Part 21 report would
or 11 violaticas. the license: or have been made.

C. Severity ID-Significant violations of 8. Medical therapeutic misadministrations. D. Severity IV-Violations involving:
NRC transportation requirements involving- D. Severity IV-Violations involving- 1. Inadequate review or failure to review

1. Breach of package integrity: 1. Failure to maintain patients hospitalized under Part 21 or other procedural violations
2. Surface contamination or external who ha ve cobalt 40. cesium-137, or iridium- associated with Part 21 with more than minor

radiation levels in excess of. but less than a 192 implants or to conduct required leakage safety significance: or [-factor of three above NRC requirements, that or contamination tests, or to use properly 2. A false statement caused by an (did not result from a breach of package cahbrated equipment: Inadvertent clerical or similar error involving
integrity: 1 Otbr violations that have more than information which had it been available to

3. Any noncompliance with labelling, minor safety or environmental significance: NRC and accurate at the time the information
placardmg. shipping paper, packaging. or should have t een submitted, wouH probablyhloading. or other requirements that could 3. Medical diagnostic misedministrations. not have resulted in regulatory action or NRC
reasonably result in the following- E. Severity V-Violations that have minor seeking additional information.

a. Improperidentification of the type, safety or environmental significance. E. Severity V-Violations of minor
quantity, or form of material: or

b. Failure of the carrier or recipient to Supplement VH-Severity Categories procedural requirements of Part 21..

exercise adequate controls; and Afisce#oneous Afotters's
c. Substantial potential for personnel A. Severity I--Very significant violationsexposure or contamination, or improper involving-

transfer of material: or
1. A Material False Statement (MFS)"in4. Failure to make required initial -

which the statement made was debberatelynotification associated with Severity LevelIll g,g,,;
vi lations- 2. A failure to provide the notice requiredD. Severity IV-Violations of NRC by Part 21 under circumstances for which a
transportation requirements involving: civil penalty may be imposed under section

.

1. Package selection or preparation 206(blof the Energy Feorganization Actrequirements which do not result in a brecch (ERA); or
of package integrity or surface contamination
or external tr.diation levels in excess of NRC
requirements; or ** A noted in Section m. in determining the

2. Other violations that have more than
specac severity level of a violauon. consideration
enti be given tc such factors as the pontion of the

minor safety or environmental significance. person tnvolved in the violauon (e s first line
F. Seventy V-%olations that have minor supervisor or senior mansaerl the significance of

safety or environmental significance. any underlying violation, the intent of the violator
(i e. negligence not amounting to careless disregard.

| "Some transportation requirements are apphed careless disregard, or debbersteness) and the~

to more than one hcensee involved in the same economic advantage. lf any, gamed by the violationL
activity such as a shipper 110 CFR 73201 and a N relaun weW ginn to each of these face la'

#

carrier 110 CF1t 7020s). When a violation of such a arriving at the appropriate severity level will be
i requirement occurs, enforcement action wtll be dependent on the ctrcumstances of the violauask
'

dmted against the responsible licensee which "In essence, a Matertal False Statement la a
under the circumstances of the case may be one or statement that is false by omission or commission
more of the hcensees involved. and is relevant to the regulatory procesa.

.
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